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Man Basket Security 
Mine Type:  All mine types 

Incident:  There have been a number of incidents in which man baskets have detached and fallen from 
either tele-handler or integrated tool carrier type machines.  The two most recent examples were in 
underground mines.  The first was a fatality at a metalliferous mine and the second, a high potential 
incident involving two persons working from a man basket. 
 

The common factor in these incidents was that the machines were fitted with a quick hitch type 
mechanism which allows for the interchange of components.  These incidents occurred when the 
manually operated quick hitch mechanisms were not locked in place. 

Equipment:  Front end loader fitted with a quick hitch mechanism and other equipment fitted with man 
carrying baskets. 

Hazard:  Man basket detaching and falling to the floor, injuring personnel on board. 

Cause:  Failure of locking device with the man basket subsequently detaching. 

Comments:  A number of front end loader models allow a man basket to be attached either on the 
forks or in place of the bucket.  Locking the man basket in place often only relies on a procedure where 
the operator checks to ensure the locking mechanism has been activated, either hydraulically or 
manually. 

Recommendations: 
• Examine the use of man baskets to determine how each is attached to the host machine. 

• Review the procedures that control attaching the man basket and ensuring positive locking. 

• Review training materials to ensure that, when lifting personnel, security of the locking mechanism is 
treated as a critical task. 

 

Chris Skelding  
Manager Safety and Health - Central 
Contact: John Smith, Senior Inspector of Mines (Mechanical), +61 7 4967 0861 
 
 
Please ensure all relevant people in your organisation receive a copy of this Safety alert. Any such advice 
supplied to site should reach those who require it, and it should also be placed on the mine notice boards. 
 
See more Safety alerts and Safety bulletins at 
www.dme.qld.gov.au/mines/safety_information___bulletins.cfm 
 


